An Interview with Worldwide Documentaries’ Director of Photography:
Craig Braden
As a National Emmy Award nominated Director
of Photography, Craig Braden has worked on a
range of projects. From filming and lighting
presidents, first ladies, dictators, and CEOS, to
the ever “critical” Hollywood & Rock-n-Roll elite,
Braden has gained invaluable experience.
However, his love for filming human stories has
not been limited to the famous, as seen by his
work with Worldwide Documentaries (WWD).
This collaboration, which began in 2003 with their
film A Closer Walk, has seen Braden travel to far
corners of the world, bringing awareness to the
many adversities societies face today. Braden
has been most recently credited as Co-Director
on WWD’s short film Oh Mercy- Searching for
Hope in the Promised Land.
Today, we sit in his backyard in Brooklyn, NY, no
cameras in sight. Although physically far from a
commercial set or the grounds where he has witnessed humanitarian crises unfold, one might
find him going back to those places as we begin our interview. Braden believes there “is no
substitute for any experience,” and that each project he’s done has shaped him not only as a
DOP, but as a human being. Here, he describes the nature of his work, his origins in
cinematography, and remembers the mentor he had throughout his career.

How does working on documentary productions compare with commercial work?
Shooting commercials and shooting documentaries? Well, some commercials are shot like
documentaries. As we go along, a lot of commercials almost look like documentaries. When I
work on commercials, there is usually a large team, one that is very creative. It’s a team effort
with all the different departments. You are usually dealing with the best of the best, and this
collaboration is wonderful and a lot of fun. Not to say that it can’t be stressful, particularly when
dealing with ad agencies. But when you see the finished product on TV, you’re glad you did it.
For documentaries, there is usually a very small team, which is sometimes just me, in a foreign
country. We are usually in locations where everywhere you turn there is a beautiful shot that will
tell the story of whatever subject we are working on. It is very liberating and free to do exactly
what I want to do, to get the content that I think we need, and going off on my own to find these
shots. It is really rewarding to come back at the end of the day and see the finished product, as
it often turns out better than I had initially imagined.

How do the issues/contents of the documentaries you work on affect you when you come
home?
It depends on where we’ve been and what we’ve been shooting. But when I’m working, I just
have a tendency to block everything out. It doesn’t really affect me until I get home and I start
thinking about what I’ve seen and what other people are going through. An event that comes to
mind would be 9/11. I filmed the towers from the roof of my apartment in downtown Manhattan,
just working and watching the event unfold from my viewfinder. I wasn’t able to process what
had taken place until well after I stopped filming, but when it was all over, it was devastating and
heartbreaking. Even to this day, 20 years later, when I see my footage, it brings back all those
emotions and memories, and this affects me quite a bit.
Coming home after working on our documentary, A Closer Walk, a film about the global AIDS
epidemic, was extremely hard. Knowing that these people could be helped but weren’t being
helped struck me the most. It does affect me, there’s no doubt about it. It’s changed me as a
husband, it’s changed me as a father, and it’s changed me as a human being, seeing the way
the world really is.
Describe the people you meet while working.
With documentaries, I’m usually dealing with people from NGOs and the victims of the crisis we
are working on, and you couldn’t find more lovely people. Beautiful, wonderful people that are
either trying to help others, and dedicating their life to certain crises with no monetary gain, or
the victims themselves, who are desperate and are looking for a better life for themselves and
their families. I meet victims who have gone through so much violence and extortion, but they
are always so appreciative and they just want to move on.
How many countries have you been to?
I’ve been to 52 countries overall, and six of the seven continents. Each is so unique and special
in their own way, but the work I’ve done with Worldwide Documentaries has taken me to a
number of African countries, each one showing me a new facet of humanity and alternate ways
of life. The people were always very friendly, very outgoing, and always wanting to engage in
conversation. Travel is invaluable because you are exposed to a world beyond your own, and
I’m really fortunate that my job takes me to so many places.
Do you feel like you are making a difference?
I do. When we did A Closer Walk and it was released into independent theaters, volunteers in
each city would set up AIDS information booths for people as they came out of the theater. This
gave them a place to ask how they could volunteer and help their local communities to fight
AIDS, and there was quite a bit of response from that.
I was recently in Matamoros, Mexico, working on our documentary Oh Mercy, and I met the
Mexico head of Global Response Management (GRM). I was filming in a refugee camp and he
asked me who I worked with, and when I said Worldwide Documentaries, he explained that he
watched Not My Life, a film about global human trafficking, in college. After he saw that film, he

changed his major to one that would help him pursue a career working with NGOs. Now he
works at the refugee camps at the southern border, making sure all the people are fed, clothed,
have access to medical treatment and have the paperwork they need as they wait to cross the
border. That was amazing to me, to meet someone who was so impacted by one of our films.
How did you start your career in cinematography?
In 5th grade, when I lived in San Diego, we took a class trip to the local television station, and
when I saw all the cameras at the studio, I thought I might like to work there. Then in 6th grade,
our teacher told us we were going to make a movie, and I said that I would really like to be the
cameraman for that movie. So I had a Super 8 camera, and I proceeded to film our class doing
a history timeline, and I was hooked. I wanted to be a news camera person that traveled the
world, working in warzones. When that didn’t happen, I became a freelance cinematographer,
working on a variety of documentaries and commercials.
This is your third film that has taken you to the Southern Border on the forced human
migration and refugee problem. What made the latest trip different from previous
experiences?
On this latest trip, we had the whole team there. We had Bob our director, Heidi our executive
producer, and Veronica our still photographer and B camera operator. I think that’s the first time
all four of us had been to the southern border together, and we spent more time there than we
had in the past. Throwing ideas around as we were in the field was really valuable, and this
team effort made the experience stand out to me.
Describe the children you encountered at the Southern Border on your latest trip.
When I deal with kids, especially on this trip, they are always curious about the cameras. They
always want to look through the viewfinder, and they always want to be in front of the lens,
having their friends look at them through the viewfinder. They are always interested in the lights,
and on this shoot I took one of my tube lights and played with a kid who had a lightsaber. These
children are outgoing and want to stay busy, and I think their imaginations run wild, especially
when a film crew comes into the camp.
Who is your mentor for documentary filmmaking?
I was shooting documentary films for years, but then I started working with Worldwide
Documentaries. My friend Richard Young brought me in because I owned a Super 16 film
camera, and he was the lead director of photography for WWD. I was going to be his AC for A
Closer Walk, and it was an unbelievable experience to work under him. He taught me a lot of
patience and to wait for the shot, I mean, we were shooting film which was 200 dollars a roll for
12 minutes, so you can’t go out and film everything. It was a wonderful experience working with
Young, and he taught me so much about documentary filmmaking, especially shooting on film.
From that point on, I got the credit as a second unit on directory of photography for A Closer
Walk, and Richard insisted that I get credit as director of photography for Not My Life. Even to
this day, when I go out into the field, his words of wisdom are at the back of my mind. I still keep
a keepsake of his with me when I travel to do work on a documentary.

What other documentaries have you enjoyed working on?
Besides my work with WWD, I have worked on a number of other documentaries. I did a
documentary for the World Series with MLB Productions, I worked on a Super Bowl
documentary with NFL Films, and I also was a part of a documentary about the KGB in Russia. I
mean, the list is pretty long as I’ve been working for 37 years. But I really enjoyed rock and roll
documentaries, and I was very privileged to go on the road with Paul McCartney for three of his
world tours. I was his personal DoP for all the behind the scenes footage of him and the band
and what they do in their downtime. Probably the biggest film, which led to my nomination for a
National Emmy Award, was Paul McCartney in Red Square. I did work for the Rolling Stones,
Janis Jplin, and Van Halen, and being on the road with those bands and filming these
documentaries was a lot of fun.

"Our work here at Worldwide is in the human rights arena, and I think Craig, as a human rights
storyteller, is one of those rare people who feels what he sees, and sees what he feels, as only
a true artist can. In the end, I think that will prove to be his valuable gift to the world in which we
live. It certainly has been a gift to me,” says, Director Robert Bilheimer

